QUIZ - Using the Britannica article, answer the following questions:

1. What is a river?

2. Rivers shape the land by doing what?

3. Rivers provide people with a method of _________, or travel.

4. A river begins as a tiny _________ of water on _________ ground.

5. On the Zambezi River, the waterfall called _________ Falls has created a great gorge at its bottom.

6. In slower parts of a river, gravel and sand can sometimes build up to create sandbars and _________.

7. When a river meets the sea, solid material can be dropped to form a piece of land called a _________.

8. Smaller streams that flow into a river are called _________.

9. The earliest human civilisations, including Mesopotamia and _________, developed near rivers.

10. Rivers provided early humans with water and _________ to eat.

11. Humans today often use rivers to produce _________ power.

12. Structures called _________ are used to control the flow of rivers and prevent floods.